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For the notation and terminology of this note, see [4] and [5]. 
Let X({J) be an intermediate ICDN logic. An axiomatization 
is said to be normal iff each Fi contains only occurrences of _,.. and at 
most one other connective. X({J) is normalizable iff it possesses a normal 
axiomatization. X({J) is said to be separable iff it possesses an axiomati-
zation for which the Separation Theorem (see [l]) can be proved. It is 
finitely separable iff it possesses a finite axiomatization for which the 
Separation Theorem can be proved. 
The significance of normalizability lies in the fact that an intermediate 
ICDN logic is separable only if it is normalizable. 
The following question naturally arises: is every ICDN logic normal-
izable? We show that the answer is negative. This contrasts with the 
fact that the intermediate ICDN logics H, K, X(wcx) and the finite limi-
tations of the latter, X(ncx), n= l, 2, ... , are all known to be separable [2]. 
Lemma l. Let X({J) be an intermediate ICDN logic such that 
(llA v (llA _,..A)) ¢ X({J). Then {J contains a sub-ICN algebra isomorphic 
to (rx x 2rx)+cx (Figure 1). 
Proof. {J contains an element b such that (b** u (b** *b))=c<lp. 
It may be checked that {0, b, b*, b**, (b** *b), c, lp} is isomorphic to the 
ICN algebra (cxx2r:x)+r:x. (Compare Section 5 of [5]). 
Fig. l. 
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Remark. It need not be the case that {J contains a sub-ICDN algebra 
isomorphic to (.:x x 2.:x) + .:x. For example (llAv(llA -+A)) is not valid on 
the ICDN algebra y of Figure 2, but y does not contain a sub-ICDN 
algebra isomorphic to (.:x x 2.:x) + .:x. 
Fig. 2. 
Let X({Js) be ScoTT's intermediate ICDN logic obtained by augmenting 
H with the new axiom Fs= (((llA-+ A)-+ (lAvA))-+ (llAvlA)). (See [3]). 
We then have as our main result: 
Theorem 1. X({Js) is not normalizable. 
Proof. X({Js) C H(lAvllA) and hence by Theorem 4.1 of [4], X({Js) 
has the same ICD fragment as H. X({Js) is therefore normalizable iff it 
can be obtained by adding a finite set of IN words to a normal axiomati-
zation of H. 
Suppose then that X({Js)=H(FI, F2, ... ) where the F, are IN words. 
Since F 8 is valid on the ICDN algebra of Figure 2, (llAv(llA-+ A)) ¢X(f3s). 
Hence {Js contains a sub-ICN algebra isomorphic to (.:x x 2.:x)+.:x. But Fs 
is not valid on the ICDN algebra (.:x x 2.:x) +.:x. Thus some F,, say FJ, is 
not valid on the ICDN algebra (.:x x 2.:x) +.:x, otherwise we have that 
H(Fs) =1=H(F1, F2, ... ).Since Fi is an IN word, F1 must fail on (.:x x 2.:x) +.:x, 
considered as an ICN algebra. Hence F1 fails on {Js. But then 
Contradiction. Thus X({Js) is not normalizable. 
Corollary. The intermediate ICDN logic X({Js) is not separable. 
Theorem 2. It is false that if for intermediate ICDN logics X and Y, 
XrcN = YrcN then X= Y. 
Proof. Let X =X({Js) and Y be the intermediate ICDN logic 
H(F1, F 2, ••• ) where the F, are an enumeration of all the ICN theses 
of X({Js). X and Y thus defined have the same ICN fragment. But while 
Fs EX, Fs ¢ Y since X({Js) cannot be obtained as H(F1, F2, ... ) where 
the F, are ICN words. This settles the problem posed in Section 4 of [4]. 
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Remark 1. Theorem 2, in conjunction with some earlier results of 
mine, can be recast in a different and suggestive manner due to Dr. A. S. 
TROELSTRA. 
Definition. (TROELSTRA). Let <(I be a class of intermediate IODN 
logics (or a subclass of an even more general type of propositional logic), 
and let 00, 01, ... , On be a set of propositional connectives defined on all 
elements of <(/. 00 is said to be strongly undefinable with respect to 
<(/, 01 , 02, .•• , OniffthereareX, Y E<(/such thatXi=Ybutthe (01, Oz, ... ,On) 
fragments of X and Y are equal. 
Let <(I be the class of all intermediate IODN logics. By Theorem 2, 
v is strongly undefinable wrt. <(/, &, -+, l. From Section 4 of [ 4 ], we also 
have that l is strongly undefinable wrt. <(/, -+, &, v, that -+ is strongly 
undefinable wrt. <(/, &, v, l and that & is not strongly undefinable wrt. 
<(/, -+, v, l. 
Remark 2. It follows from the foregoing results that the method of 
proving the decidability of intermediate ICDN logics set out in [4] is not 
applicable to the ScoTT logic. 
Many questions may be asked about the separability and normaliza-
bility of intermediate IODN logics. We conclude with a typical result: 
Theorem 3. Let X({J) be a finite normalizable intermediate IODN 
logic. Then X({J) is finitely separable. 
Proof. Let m be a normal axiomatization of X({J). Then by Theorem 
3.3 of [ 4] we can take m to be finite. Let therefore m be the set of axioms 
which result from adding the words F1, F 2, ••• , Fk to some normal axio-
matization of H. As in [2] we will define an axiomatization m of an inter-
mediate ICDN logic X to be I complete iff every I word which is a thesis 
of X is derivable from the I axioms of m. IO, IN etc. completeness may 
be defined analogously. 
First of all we extend m to a finite set of axioms m+ which is I, IN 
and ID complete, as follows. Since the fragments X({J)r, X(fJ)IN and X({J)m 
can be viewed respectively as finite intermediate I, IN and ID logics they 
are by Theorem 3.3 of [ 4] finitely axiomatizable. Let the respective sets 
of axioms be m-1, mz and m-3. Then the set of axioms m + = m u m-1 u mz u m-3 
satisfies our stipulation. In addition m + is IO, ION and ICD complete. 
Here we make use of the fact that the connective & is not strongly 
undefinable wrt. {<(1~, -+} where <(/1 is the set of intermediate IO logics, 
wrt. {<(12, -+, l} where <(/2 is the set of intermediate ION logics and wrt. 
{<(13, -+, v} where <(/3 is the set of intermediate IOD logics. It remains to 
show that m + is IDN complete. For this we require the lemma: 
Lemma. Let y be a finite IDN algebra. Then y is a finite ICDN algebra. 
This lemma may be proved in a manner similar to that of the proof 
of the lemma to Theorem 2.2 in [4]. 
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Suppose now that an IDN word P is not derivable from the I, ID 
and IN axioms of m:+. Let X(~) be the finite IDN logic defined by these 
axioms. Such a finite ~ can be found since 0' n is derivable from the 
I-axioms of m:+ (O'n defined as in [4]). P fails on~. By the lemma, b is 
an ICDN algebra. Further all the axioms of m:+ satisfy b. This is obviously 
the case for the I, ID and IN axioms. But since for intermediate logics 
X, Y, XmN= YmN implies X= Y, we have that all the remaining axioms 
of m:+ are valid on b as well. Hence P ¢'. X({J) and so the axiomatization 
m:+ is IDN complete. 
Corollary. The sequence of intermediate ICDN logics H(O~) 
n = 3, 4, . . . are all finitely separable, where the words 0~ are defined 
as in [4]. 
Remark. In connection with a conjecture in [2] we note without 
proof, that for the logics H(C;) i > 6, the connective v is not definable 
in terms of the other connectives. 
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